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Vinifera
BLENDED

MAKE WINES OF DISTINCTION AND GREATNESS!
FORMAT

required

+
10 L
2.64 us gal

H2O

optional

+

GRAPE MUST

YIELDS

READY IN

=

13 L*

4 kg

23 L *

4 weeks

3.43* us gal

8.8 lb

6 * us gal

4 weeks

* Yield is approximate and does not account for potential loss resulting from clarification and/or filtration.

Produces a unity between Fresh Grape Musts and concentrate, they are
characteristically warm, round, powerful, robust as well as subtle.
Mosti Mondale’s 10 L Vinifera presents a perfect blend between Fresh Grape Must and concentrate at an
unbeatable price point. It will yield wines that can be consumed both young and aged. Choose from a vast
selection of varietals that will provide you with unparalleled body, bouquet, and color.

REDS
Amorosso

Castel del Papa

| italy

Body — 5 Alcohol — 12.9%
AROMA — Fruity, Spicy

Oak —  

This Northern Italian wine is a bold and voluptuous red with a spicy note and a
slightly fruity scent. Complexity, a full-body, and fleshy tannins define this wine.

Baroque Rouge

| california

Body — 1 Alcohol — 12.9%
AROMA — Floral, Fruity

| italy

Body — 4 Alcohol — 12.9%
AROMA — Fruity, Spicy

On the palate, long lingering notes of dried fruit and licorice. Some aging will
also give it a desirable note of nutmeg.

Gamay

| california

Body — 5 Alcohol — 12.9%
AROMA — Fruity

Oak — 

Oak — 

Oak — 

This wine is of a ruby-red color with violet reflections. The aromas of English
candy, fresh blooming roses and strawberry jam are abundant. It is a shallow,
dry, and easy drinking wine that comprises of both the character and elegance.

The bright red hue and rosé reflections of this varietal are captivating. Fullbodied, its sustained tannins are well structured. The soft cherry palate and
hint of apricot individualize the flavor. Presenting bitter notes of cherry stone
matched with a pleasant finish, this subtle wine exudes warmth.

Caberlot

Il toscano

| california

Body — 5 Alcohol — 12.9%
AROMA — Fruity, Spicy

Oak — 

The intensity and jamminess of a Cabernet Sauvignon appropriately mellowed by the softness and delicateness of Merlot. Best of both worlds.

Cabernet Franc

| california

A close relative to the Cabernet Sauvignon grape, Cabernet Franc has
long been in the shadows of the former. Its plethora of complex notes of
blackberry, blackcurrant, herbs and pepper has given its popularity a boost in
recent years.

Cabernet Sauvignon

| california

Body — 5 Alcohol — 12.9%
AROMA — Fruity, Spicy

Oak — 

winemaker’s additions
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 DARK OAK

| italy

Body — 3 Alcohol — 12.9% Oak — 
AROMA — Fruity, Herbaceous

Lambrusco is a medium-bodied red wine with flavors of raspberry, strawberry
and peppers.

malbec

| chile

Body — 5 Alcohol — 12.9%
AROMA — Fruity, Woody

The king. An undeniable reputation that has already conquered the world.
It is a full-bodied wine with great structure that presents itself in a crimson
color with violet hues. Experience cherry and blackcurrant fragrances that
provide wonderful fruity flavors accompanied with soft spicy notes. Its
charm lies in its roundness and supple mouth feel. This wine rises to its
noble stature as the true king.

 LIGHT OAK

Oak — 

A dry and delightful full-bodied red wine that pairs well with red meats, hearty
soups and game. Some light aging will greatly improve this powerhouse.

Lambrusco

Body — 5 Alcohol — 12.9% Oak — 
AROMA — Fruity, Herbaceous, Spicy

| italy

Body — 5 Alcohol — 12.9%
AROMA — Spicy, Woody

Oak — 

One of the most popular and important grape varietals in South America –
Malbec has also risen up in popularity in the US in recent years. Produces a
dark wine with berry- and coffee-like characteristics.

Merlot

| italy

Body — 3 Alcohol — 12.9% Oak — 
AROMA — Caramelized, Fruity

Merlot is one of the world’s most recognized wine grape varieties and for
good reason; rich and smooth, with undertones of dark berries and chocolate.

 red raisins

 WHITE raisins

 Sweetener

 Allgrape® Pack
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REDS continued
Nebbiolo

WHITES continued
Liebfraumilch style

| italy

Body — 5 Alcohol — 12.9%
AROMA — Fruity, Woody

Oak — 

Developing a nose of smoky and floral notes, Nebbiolo has long been
regarded as one of Italy’s most important grape varietals. Its highly tannic
structure makes it a wine that can support oak aging extremely well, perhaps
more so than all other red wines.

Pinot Noir

| california

| california

Body — 1 Alcohol — 12.7%
AROMA — Floral, Fruity

Oak — n/a

Sweetener — 

A light-bodied yellowish wine with a surprising mouthfeel and unpredictable
finish.

Piesporter style

| california

Body — 1 Alcohol — 12.7%
AROMA — Floral, Fruity

Oak — n/a

Sweetener — 

A pleasing, garnet-colored red wine with aromas suggesting small berries,
and a delicate balance of dryness and fruitiness.

Being a close relative of Riesling, it is a semi-dry and very aromatic wine.
Upon tasting, you will discover notes of ripe peach with floral accents. Its
pleasant liveliness due to vibrant acidity provides for a superb sensation of
freshness in the finish.

Sangiovese

Pinot Grigio

Body — 2 Alcohol — 12.9%
AROMA — Fruity

Oak — 

| italy

Body — 3 Alcohol — 12.9% Oak — 
AROMA — Caramelized, Floral, Fruity, Spicy, Woody

This marvelous varietal is the pride of Tuscany. You will notice a deep red
robe that is accompanied by mellow tannins that provide a pinch of vanilla.
Its slightly woody nose with licorice and fruit jam aromas intensifies upon
reaching maturity. Your pallet will be pleased to experience fresh and refined
hints of cherry, cocoa and violets.

Shiraz

| california

Displays rich and spicy aromas including that of coffee and cigars. A
full-bodied wine capable of being paired with a wide range of foods.

Riesling

| california

Body — 3 Alcohol — 12.7%
AROMA — Fruity

Oak — n/a

Sweetener — 

| california

Body — 2 Alcohol — 12.7%
AROMA — Herbaceous

| california

A delicate balance of two notorious grape varieties that greatly complement
each other; smooth texture with full-bodied characteristics.
| italy

Body — 3 Alcohol — 12.9%
AROMA — Fruity

An important grape variety in several regions of the world including France,
Italy and Oregon. A fine wine with an emphasis on exotic aromas; mango,
apricot and tropical fruits.

Sauvignon Blanc

Body — 5 Alcohol — 12.9% Oak —  
AROMA — Caramelized, Fruity, Herbaceous, Spicy, Woody

Valle dei Tempi

Oak — 

Fruity with a hint of citrus. Serve cold and paired with creamy desserts or
spicy Indian food.

Body — 5 Alcohol — 12.9% Oak — 
AROMA — Herbaceous, Spicy, Woody

Shiraz Merlot

| italy

Body — 3 Alcohol — 12.7%
AROMA — Fruity

A herbaceous flavor profile along with a crispy and refreshing acidity makes
for an interesting experience.

rosés
Zinfandel Blush

Oak — 

Medium body, a fruity bouquet and a long finish culminate in this delicate
ruby-red Italian wine.

Oak — 

| california

Body — 1 Alcohol — 12.7%
AROMA — Fruity

Oak — n/a

Sweetener — 

A rosé with a light body and charming characteristics of ripe strawberries
and raspberries.

whites
Chardonnay

| california

Body — 5 Alcohol — 12.7%
AROMA — Fruity

Oak — 

The world’s most-sought after varietal is presented with a pale yellow color
along with straw reflections. Experience a pure and delicate nose that has
been perfectly balanced. Holding apple and citrus tasting notes, its freshness
in the mouth is smooth and supple. Its good acidity yields a fresh and lively
wine that has great capacity for cellaring.

GewÜrztraminer

| california

Body — 3 Alcohol — 12.7%
AROMA — Fruity

Oak — n/a

Sweetener — 

Fruity and aromatic, this Gewürztraminer exudes flavors and smells of fresh
apricots, peaches and lychee.

Il veneto

| italy

Body — 1 Alcohol — 12.7% Oak — 
AROMA — Caramelized, Fruity, Woody

It holds a pale yellow color that tends towards green. Comprising of a
harmonic blend of small dried fruits, acacia honey, flowering cherry trees,
and almonds with a hint of vanilla makes it a truly intense aromatic and
flavorful wine. Its lasting appeal will present you with a perceptible acidity
that imparts a velvety finish and delicate bitterness.

winemaker’s additions

1.800.MONDIALE

 DARK OAK

 LIGHT OAK

 red raisins

 WHITE raisins

 Sweetener

 Allgrape® Pack
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